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Abstract

The evolution of the Internet into the largest
existent digital library is bringing about new
challenges. One of the biggest problems is the
location of information. The most promising
approach seems to be performing searches se-
mantically however this cannot work without
semantically annotated documents. These doc-
uments are few and the manual annotation pro-
cess to make them is both time consuming and
error prone. To solve this problem Information
Extraction (IE) technologies can be used to au-
tomatically annotate these documents, but be-
fore doing so, IE tools require training exam-
ples. These examples are normally created man-
ually by human annotators. Currently, there ex-
ist very few tools designed to support such peo-
ple. This paper proposes a methodology aimed
at supporting annotators by reducing the num-
ber of annotations required by an IE system
therefore having effective learning. The whole
methodology is implemented in the Melita sys-
tem which will also be described in this paper.
Finally enhancements to the existing method-
ology are being proposed in order to make IE
accessible to a wider range of users, from inex-
perienced to expert users.

1 Introduction

Many application fields such as the Semantic
Web and Knowledge Management require as a
precondition the ability to semantically anno-
tate texts and most of the recent methodologies
need manual annotation of texts. Manual doc-
ument annotation is difficult, error prone and
sometimes impossible to perform by the com-
mon users. For this reason there exists a grow-
ing necessity of automated support for docu-
ment annotation. Information Extraction (IE)
can be used as a support for annotation, how-

ever most of the current IE technologies re-
quire skilled human effort to port the IE to
new domains (e.g. Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) experts). The use of Machine Learn-
ing for IE called Adaptive IE (AIE)(Califf et al.,
1999)(Basili et al., 2000)(Ciravegna et al., 2001)
can be exploited to allow nave users (i.e. users
knowledgeable about their domain but having
limited knowledge when it comes to computing)
to port IE systems so as to avoid referring to
NLP experts.

In this paper we propose a framework for
semi-automatic semantic annotation of docu-
ments together with an overview of future en-
hancements. In Section 2 we have a brief look at
the existing annotation tools available. Section
3 presents our methodology as implemented in
the Melita system (Section 3.1). Before we con-
clude, in Section 4, we will throw light on how
we intend to enhance the Melita system in order
to give more power to the user without sacrific-
ing its ease of use.

2 Related Work

This section highlights various existing systems
that contributed towards adding annotations to
web text. Systems such as Annotea (Kahan
and Koivunen, 2001), ComMentor (Rscheisen et
al., 1994), CoNote (Gay et al., 1999),CritLink1,
iMarkup2 and Yawas (Denoue and Vignollet,
2000) are similar in spirit to our system but they
propose to solve a different problem from the
one we are attempting to tackle since they tackle
the task of generic annotation by empowering
users with tools capable of adding comments to
any web site. In our case the use of annota-
tion is mainly restricted towards training an IE

1http://crit.org/ ping/ht98.html
2http://www.imarkup.com/



system. Annotation is considered as a learning
process whereby the annotator is teaching the
IE system what concepts are required for anno-
tation.

Our approach is more similar to systems
such as GATE annotation tool(Maynard et al.,
), MnM (Domingue et al., 2002), the Alem-
bic Workbench(David et al., 1997) and On-
tomat(Handschuh et al., 2002). All of these
systems support annotation so as to train an
IE system. The general approach taken is to
help the user in creating a set of test docu-
ments using simple techniques like automati-
cally marking co-occurrences of marked con-
cepts or using more sophisticated techniques
like pre-annotating the documents using hand
crafted rules. A batch of annotated documents
is normally given to the IE algorithm for learn-
ing and the cycle continues until the learning
algorithm has seen enough examples to cover
most of the concepts in the domain. Although
these systems offer some support to the users
annotating, they do so in a very light way. All
systems ask the user to annotate most of the
documents in the training collection but most
of the time, an IE engine is capable of learn-
ing with only a fraction of those documents
(provided they are a good representation for
the domain). In all methodologies, the learn-
ing and testing is part of the main annotation
cycle. Therefore the users at times may need to
stop in order to train the IE system. Finally all
systems except for Alembic do not make use of
previous annotations to bootstrap further anno-
tations. This technique is referred to as active
learning and has been proven to reduce the bur-
den of manual annotation up to 80% in some
cases (Thompson et al., 1999).

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology aims to gradually
change the traditional role of the user from one
of annotator to one of supervisor. It does so
while catering for three important factors time-
liness, intrusiveness and effectiveness. The first
shows the ability to react to user annotation:
how timely is the system to learn from user an-
notations. The second represents the level to
which the system bothers the user, because for
example it requires CPU (and therefore stops
the user). The third one refers to the ability of

exploiting effectively all the information avail-
able in order to reduce annotation to the maxi-
mum.

The method proposed begins in a way simi-
lar to traditional annotation tools i.e. the user
is asked to annotate a document according to
some concepts defined in an ontology. What dif-
fers from traditional approaches is that after the
first document is tagged the user does not need
to train the IE algorithm but is immediately
asked to annotate another document. Without
the user noticing it, the system sends the an-
notated document to the learning algorithm for
training. Before training, the IE engine keeps
note of the user’s annotations, removes them
from the document and tries to re-annotate the
document. The annotations obtained from the
IE engine are compared with the original ones
from the user and the precision level of the algo-
rithm is calculated based on the number of tags
matched. This cycle continues until the algo-
rithm reaches a level of precision above a min-
imum threshold set by the user. At this stage
the system suggests annotations, the user stops
annotating and starts supervises the automatic
annotations of the system. Eventually, the an-
notations of the system reach such a high level
of precision that the annotation process stops
because the IE engine covers most of the do-
main. The following section will describe how
this methodology was implemented.

3.1 The Melita System
Melita is a semi-automatic annotation tool that
has AIE integrated in it and supports the users
in the process of annotation. It demonstrates
how a typical annotation interface could inter-
act with the IES. The novelty of Melita is the
possibility of tuning the AIE system so as to
provide the desired level of pro-activity and in-
trusiveness provided by the IE engine. It also al-
lows smart sorting and scheduling of texts that
will result in effective learning. At the heart
of Melita, the AIE tool Amilcare(Ciravegna,
2001a) is being used. Since Amilcare’s ap-
proached proved to be one of the best available
in different tests(Ciravegna, 2001b); it was cho-
sen as the main AIE algorithm.

Pro-activity and timeliness are catered for
in Melita in various ways. To begin with the
methodology mentioned above is fully imple-
mented using a client/server approach. As soon



as a user annotates a document, this document
is sent to the learning algorithm which lies on
a server (either local or remote). The learn-
ing algorithm independently is always run as a
background process to make sure that no re-
sources are taken from the user. The system
is pro-active in the sense that it does not wait
for the user to learn and calculate statistics.
It takes the initiative to do any pre-processing
which will be used in future. This goes hand
in hand with timeliness because information is
processed immediately even if there’s no need
for it at present. It exploits every opportunity
to make the most of the resources available at
that current point in time.

Intrusiveness is handled by Melita in several
ways. To begin with, a button on the main in-
terface is used to stop the system from intrud-
ing by blocking any suggestions from the learn-
ing algorithm. If the suggestion button is on,
then the user will receive suggestions from the
system, but not all suggestions are displayed to
the user since some suggestions (especially at
the start of the session) may have very low pre-
cision or recall. To allow the user to restrict
the suggestions accepted, a component having
two movable knobs is displayed for each con-
cept. The knobs can be moved and their po-
sition is equivalent to a balance between preci-
sion and recall also called the f-measure (where
0% indicates low precision and low recall, while
100% equals high precision and high recall).
The lower knob is the suggestion knob while the
higher knob is the certainty knob. Rules whose
f-measure is below the suggestion knob are not
displayed while rules above the suggestion knob
but below the certainty knob are displayed as
suggestions (in Melita suggestions are shown us-
ing a coloured border around the target concept
and they must be validated by a user before they
are accepted). Rules above the certainty knob
are certain to be correct and are displayed us-
ing a filled coloured square around the target
concept. Using this approach intrusiveness is
tuned by the user according to user’s require-
ments without him actually knowing that he is
tempering with precision and recall.

Effectiveness is achieved through the docu-
ment sorting mechanism. This approach dy-
namically sorts the documents after every an-
notation in order to find the document that

best covers the unexplored areas of the domain3.
Documents are rated according to the number
of tags automatically found by the IE engine.
The document with the least number of tags
is chosen for annotation because it is the doc-
ument from which the learning algorithm can
learn new rules if it is annotated. This approach
has led to a quicker convergence of the learn-
ing algorithm whilst overcoming the problem of
data sparseness.

In several experiments we conducted, Melita
produced quite astonishing results improving
the performance of the IE engine. In most of
the concepts it achieves an f-measure of 82% af-
ter 10 documents. A detailed summary of the
experiments can be seen in (Ciravegna et al.,
2002).

4 Next Generation Adaptive IE
Systems

The methodology presented proved to be quite
successful both in the experiments we per-
formed and also when it was used to annotate
a number of domains. From these experiences
it seems that the way forward is not to consider
annotation and IE as two separate and distinct
tasks but in order to gain the most benefits they
must work hand in hand. The next generation
prototypes we are constructing fuse AIE tech-
nologies and annotation interfaces and make use
of our methodology to gain the maximum ben-
efit.

The methodology we proposed in this docu-
ment was quite generic and with it, we targeted
any kind of user, but the reality is that there
are several categories of users all with differ-
ent backgrounds and needs. Because of this, we
identified three distinct category of users and
our new prototypes will be designed to cater
for their individual needs. We also acknowledge
the fact that users may not fall in exactly these
categories but somewhere in between. There-
fore the system will make sure that a user form
one category can use tools designed for other
categories. The main categories are:

4.1 Naive Users
These users are knowledgeable about their do-
main but have limited knowledge when it comes

3We assume there are no irrelevant documents in the
collection since irrelevant documents can be filtered out
beforehand.



to computing. In order to set up the system
they only need to specify an ontology and a cor-
pus of documents. Apart from this, all that is
required from the user to use the system is the
ability to highlight concepts in the document
according to concepts in the ontology. The sys-
tem will also offer advanced features disguised
as simple widgets like the component that tunes
precision and recall (See Section 3.1). By using
this component the user will see tags being up-
dated in real time according to the movement of
the knob and the calibration of the component
stops when the results are satisfactory.

A potential of this kind of user is domain
knowledge. In order to exploit this, the sys-
tem will highlight words found around the con-
cept that are part of the rules induced by the
IE engine. These words will be highlighted us-
ing a slightly lighter colour than the highlight
of the main concept, to show they are used to
help identify the concept. The user will be able
to remove or add such highlights. By doing so
the user will be unconsciously guiding the algo-
rithm to use certain cue words which are good
at identifying the current concept. Therefore
the algorithm will induce rules faster because
it can use heuristics indirectly provided by the
user. It will also converge faster because it is
being guided by the domain knowledge of the
user.

4.2 Application Expert
This person is at a level between nave and ex-
pert user. He is capable of tuning the appli-
cation but does not have the expertise of an IE
expert. Our tool will allow him to have access to
advanced features such as adjusting parameters
like pattern length used in the learning phase,
setting the precision and recall levels explicitly
and access to other internal settings.

Due to the fact that this kind of user will
have limited knowledge about the nature of in-
formation but also considering that his role is
to maximise the potential of the IE engine, it is
imperative that he is allowed to tweak around
with rules in the simplest way possible. The
system provides an abstraction for rules in the
document being edited. It highlights the words
which form part of a rule using a slightly lighter
colour than the highlight of the concept they are
associated with. When a word is selected by the
user a percentage is shown indicating the level of

generalisation of that word used by the rule. 0%
indicate that a very specific level is used (i.e. the
word is explicitly part of the rule) and 100% in-
dicate the most generic level. By sliding the per-
centage bar the user will be able to see the effect
of those changes in real time through compo-
nents which graphically show precision, recall,
f-measure and error levels of the new rule. The
highlights are not fixed and the user can add
or remove any of them. This tweaking with the
rules will allow the user to change rules without
the need of understanding linguistic properties.

4.3 IE Expert
Our final user is the IE expert who knows how
to control an IE engine and wishes to extract
the maximum power from the AIE system. All
the benefits offered to the other type of users
will be available but this user will require more
sophisticated tools. Therefore, the system has
a fully fledged rule editing environment.

Using this environment a user can view a list
of rules together with statistics about every rule.
In this view rules can be compared simultane-
ously. This is done in order to help the user re-
structure groups of rules. For example, it may
be the case that a group of similar rules can
be compressed together in one rule. This view
will also enable easy browsing and selection of
individual rules. Once a rule is identified as re-
quiring change or even if the user would like
to create a new rule, the rule is opened in the
rule editor. This program presents to the user
several facilities in order to allow him to de-
velop the best rule possible. He has the faculty
to change individual properties of a rule and
also insert new ones. The changes on the rule
can be tested immediately in real time and all
the examples in the text where the rule applies
are presented to the user. Based on previously
annotated documents the system displays posi-
tive and negative examples covered by the rules.
The system will also display examples of where
the rule fires in the test corpus (which is un-
tagged). At this stage the user can separate the
positive from the negative results and using this
new knowledge the system induces a new rule
which is presented to the user for verification.
The cycle continues until the user is satisfied
with the new rule.

What is actually happening in the rule edit-
ing environment is that we are again using our



methodology but this time at a deeper level in
order to help the user create handmade rules
quickly. The system will be guiding the user to-
wards creating effective rules both by suggesting
new rules and by providing important statistical
results .

5 Conclusion

The prototypes we presented will slowly lead to
a transition from plain annotation to modify-
ing rules. This methodology is innovative be-
cause the focus is being transferred from cre-
ating powerful tools usable only by experts to
developing tools usable by many, yet preserving
the power of previous tools. To our knowledge
no-one has ever done this before and we believe
that it is this usability issue that has been the
barrier between modern technology and users.
Our research focuses on different kind of tools
which are aimed at a wide range of users but
mainly to those living in the suburbs of the In-
formation Society.
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